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5Oplus Gampingpark Fisching

Pond and quiet

A spacious hafistanding pitch

Reconmended
by Sheila Pyke
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Oplus Campingpark is the first of its kind in Austria.
It has 50 large marked pitches, all on hardstands

separated by grass and surrounded by garden shrubs
There are few tall trees, however, so there is very little shade"
Each pitch has its own water tap, and there are larger
pitches, that also have their own drains, for an extra charge.
On arrival, you are greeted by one of the friendly Pfandl
family and given a comprehensive booklet about the site in
English. There is a long list of rules, but they are all common
sense and it is unfortunate that some people need to have
them spelt out. The emphasis is on peace and quiet.
The facilities are modern and spotlessly clean. The toilets,
showers, laundry room and dishwashing sinks are housed
in the main building at the entrance, with another small
toilet block in the middle of the site. Bikes can be hired, and
other activities such as Nordic walking, tennis lessons, and
barbecues are organised. Excursions and guided walks are
also offered. There is lnternet access, and the campsite
restaurant is open all day on Fridays, Saturdays, and
Sundays, and from 2pm on Wednesdays and Thursdays.
At the far end of the campsite is a pretty pond
surrounded by lawns and shrubs, which is described as a
bio-pool, suitable for swimming. The depth is 150cm. A giant
chess set is also provided"
It isn't possible to drive in or out of the site between 12
and 2 pm, or 1Opm and 7am. A €5 deposit is requested for
an electronic tab to open the barrier. Depadure is usually
expected by noon on your last day, though they will let you
stay later if no one else has booked your pitch for that night.
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Austria
Steiermark
70km west of Graz: 6km east of
Judenburg
47" 09', 46" N,14" 44' 17" E
50plus Campingpark Fisching
Fam. Pfandl, Fisching 9, 8741
Weisskirchen
03577 822A4
03577 82284 40
campingpark@f isching.at
www.camping50plus.at
March 20 to October 15
Motorcaravan + 2 adults +
electricity, €19.50 (t1 7.70), with
additional charges for premium
pitches. ACSI low season discount
€14 + €1 per person tourist tax.
On site
A small peaceful site for over fifties.
From A9 at junction 1 33, take 536
westwards. At exit Zeltweg-West,
take 878 direction Weisskirchen. At
roundabout, take direction Fisching
(Bundesstrasse), then follow site
signs.
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'Biopool'fot swimming
Statues and floral
display in the village of
Fisching
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Although every eflort is made to ensure accuracy, rcadeß are
advised to check important details in advance with site owners/
manageß. Currency conversions (where given) arc based on the
toutist exchanEe nte at the time of wtiting and arc subiect to

fluctuation.
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Fisching itself is a small village with the wonderful
floral displays so often found in Austria. The nearest town
is Judenburg, which has been designated as one of the
1B most remarkable small historical towns in the country,
where you can visit Europe's most modern planetarium
and a museum of cars and motorbikes. Also in the region
are Piber, home of the Lipizzaner Horse Centre, the train
museum at Knittelfeld, and the open-air museum of
reconstructed buildings at Stubing.

www.outandaboutlive.co.ukil
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